In the design of illumination lenses, there is a fundamental incompatibility between the spherical geometry of light radiating outwards and the rectangular geometry of typical illumination targets, analogous to trying to fit a round peg in a square hole. This amounts to establishing a rectangular grid on the sphere, the perennial problem of map-makers. Here we apply a new pseudo-rectangular spherical grid, originally developed for parallel-processor simulations of semiconductor devices, to establish correspondence between source-grid cells and the rectangular cells of a target grid. This correspondence establishes a grid of deflections, whereby source rays are deflected so as to impact the proper cell on the target grid. For a given lens refractive index, each deflection is implemented by the angles of inclination the ray encounters going into and out of the lens, resulting in two grids of surface gradient values, for the inside and outside lens-surfaces. Central spines are obtained for these surfaces by a linear integration, after which adjacent rows are successively obtained in a lawnmower fashion, so as to heal any imcompatible cross-derivatives. Example lenses are illustrated.
INTRODUCTION -GRIDS ON SPHERES
Illumination engineering deals mainly in square or rectangular targets, due to their ubiquity in architecture and land division. Uniform illuminance over such rectangles is the typical goal, but it is rarely met, due to the fundamental spherical geometry of radiant emission from a luminaire. Even for the rare luminaire that emits a rectangular beam, there will be inevitable distortion of any but the narrowest output angles, especially for oblique presentations, giving the well-known keystone effect. Worse yet, most luminaires emit their maximum intensity on axis, although the edges of the target are farther away and more slanted, giving rise to the usual cos 4 illuminance decline. Only very expensive narrow-beam projector lamps can illuminate rectangular targets with any semblance of uniformity. All other lamps merely make nonuniform round spots that must overfill a rectangular
target to get sufficient light on it. It is possible to use rectangular grids for flux-assignment in order to attain uniform illumination 1 , but there will be incomplete collection of the source's light. The grid in Figure 1 (left) shows how a standard square has uneven coverage of a hemisphere, exacerbated by a Lambertian intensity distribution that requires off-axis cells to be larger.
Recently, a new pseudo-rectangular spherical grid, originally developed for parallel-processor simulations of semiconductor devices, was reported in a Web-based paper 2 . As shown in Figure 1 (right), it keeps its spherical coverage by making the corner cells triangular while keeping their area the same as the other cells. The cells can be sized so as to contain the same amount of flux, so that when source intensity is less the cells will be larger.
ILLUMINANCE CONTROL VIA FLUX-ASSIGNMENT
Pseudo-rectangular grids can be used to establish a one-to-one correspondence between constant-flux source-grid cells on the sphere of directions from the source and the uniformly sized rectangular cells of a target grid, where uniform illumination is desired. The grid in Figure 1 (right) has cells that increase in size to compensate for the cosine fall-off of Lambertian intensity, but all the cells in the ith row and ith column subtend the same solid angle. Figure 3 shows 'needle diagrams' for three sets of vectors centered on the pseudo-rectangular grid of Figure 2 . Figure  3a , left, shows the output rays directions, but for the sake of clarity only for every other cell. Figure 3b , center, shows the surface normals required for the first, lower, lens surface. From their nearly vertical direction it can be seen that that surface will be nearly flat, but not circularly symmetric. Figure 3c , right, shows the required exterior surface-normals. 
DERIVING THE SURFACE NORMAL FROM VECTOR REFRACTION
The factor ½ represents the bend-equality of the two surfaces, while the factor n represents that the interior ray is within a medium of the lens's refractive index, n. This lengthening makes it easy to compute the first surface normal N i [ 
LAWNMOWER VS. RASTER
The derivation of a lens shape from the normal vector arrays of Figure 3 is basically the numerical integration of a differential equation. In the case of a free-form lens, it is a two-dimensional integration of a partial differential equation, rather than the separate integration for an aspheric toroid. In the latter case the surface can be derived without regard to adjacent values, since the independence of the two dimensions assures surface continuity. This can be called a raster pattern, in that each scan line is operated upon independently of adjacent ones.
In free-form lenses, however, the well-known cross-derivative equality condition for a solution z(x,y) to be a surface is 
The next point of the outer surface is similarly derived, utilizing the known directions from the inner to outer surface, and its normal vectors. A similar derivation is done along the edge of the lens, to derive the initial point P [j, N] from that of the previous row, P[j-1,-N]. Then the remaining 2N points of that row are derived lawnmower-fashion, so called because of the typical gardening practice of overlapping the fresh cut over the old one.
In this case enforcing the crossderivative equality condition is via slightly compromising the location of the point [i+1,j-1] by averaging the two values derived vectorially as above: longitudinally from [i+1,j] and laterally from [i,j-1]. If the cross derivatives are equal, these two locations will be the same. A rectangular target, however, will inevitably give rise to a small amount of inequality, basically leading to a rounding of the corners of the illumination pattern. To Target
Previous Row New Row Because of the relatively large size of the source, the small-surface approximation does not strictly hold, so that the central rays used above do not fully represent the behavior of the source-images. It is possible to compensate somewhat for this by deforming the target grid. This particular LED, moreover, did not have the constant luminance of a Lambertian radiator, but instead its luminance declined off-axis. Since low spill light was more important than constant illuminance, the pattern of Figure 8 was deemed acceptable. That is, the relatively large size of the source means correspondingly wide angles of the source image, as seen with the rays coming out of the lens in Figure 7 . The cutoff cannot take place in any smaller an angle than this, limiting the cutoff gradient. 6. AN EXTREME EXAMPLE The situation of Figure 9 is for the illumination of a shelf from a very close and oblique position. This resulted in the very complex lens shape shown in Figure 10 . 
A ROUND LENS FOR A RECTANGULAR PATTERN

